
cs
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The use of hi,

(4c) magalaa vil dttma
fc He will be going to the market.

might suggest that he is not going immediately. However,

there appears to be only very subtle differences between the

use of nl and its non-use. It does not occur in dependent

clauses, nor with negative verbs or the emphatic past.

One point that would establish the pre-verbs as consti-

tuents of the verb is their behavior after the locative mor-

pheme -ttA, (6.4.2.2). This occurs pre-verb and pre-noun,

but it differs in its phonetic form before each, assimilating

completely to the initial consonant of the verb, but generally

not to a following noun. It also assimilates completely to

either gadi. or nJL (not to oil because it does not change

before a vowel) , which puts these two morphemes into the same

class as a verb root in regards to -ttl assimilation.

(5) mana-ttl gait --> mana g - gait
house loc returned loc He returned home.

mana-tt<t nl gale, --* mana n-nl gait
fc loc fc He returned home.

'
. / / /

mana-tt^. gad- gait --* mana g- gag-gait
loc down loc down

He returned down to his house.

cf. manatt xalttta gait
loc yesterday He returned to his house yesterday.

(no assimilation before xalttAO)

The final fdj of gadl assimilates completely to a

following consonant, except /h, '/.

(6) gax-XO&it He fell down.

3.1.2 Voice. The voice extentions are -am 'passive', -5

'causative 1 and -at' subject-reflexive (sr) . These occur in

four sequences, cs-cs, cs-SR, cs-ps, and SR-cs. They are

discussed at greater length in chapter 8. Here it is suf-

ficient to note the phonological variation of the causative

and subject-reflexive.

3.1.2.1 Causative. The form varies according to whether one

-6 or -*ii& is suffixed (cf. 8.4 for conditions governing the

selection of -4 or -6ll6 ) . I use the symbol -S to refer to

all variants of the causative

»
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3.2.1 Non-negative verb

(24) Sg PI

1 deem-e dzvn-a dtun-u deem-n-e dzzm-n-a dtem-n-u

2 dzw-t-i dzw-t-a dzejm-t-u dzzm-t-anl
3 m deem-e deem-a deem-u.

f dee/n-£-e d&em~t-l dzw-t-u
dtzm-anl

1 blXadd'-e, bltadd' -a bltadd' u bl£an-n-<L bltan-n-a bltan-n-u

2 blAxU-t-z. blXat-t-a bibat-t-v, blXat-t-anl

3 m 6>Ltat-e bltat-a bltat-a , . ^ A

f bltat-t- e bltat-t-1 bltat-t- u

A very few verbs have no past tense forms, though two of
these are quite common, k* ab 'have 1 and jlK 'exist*.

In this book I identify verbs in their citation form by
their root alone, without any tense-mode suffixes.5

3.2.2 Negative verb. The negative is formed by prefixing
kin with a high tone on the first syllable of the root. In

the past the negative invariably has the form of the first
person plural, past tense; in the imperfect (dependent and
independent undifferentiated) it is marked by the dependent
suffix -u, along with the person suffixes, except in the 2, 3

plural, where again the suffix -anl is invariable.

(25) Past hln-d<Lim-n-<L I/you/he/she/we/you pl/they didn't go.
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The Noun Phrase

In this chapter I will describe what items occur in the

noun phrase, their sequence, agreement and inflectional

classes. I will describe a number of noun phrase elements

in more detail elsewhere — possessives are discussed in 6.4.1

with case, relative clauses in 7.1 and derivational suffixes

in chapter 16.

As I mentioned, I use •nominal 1 to refer to non-phrasal

NP elements, nouns being a sub-class of these.

5.1 General structure

The general noun phrase structure can be given as follows

locating each item in its usual sequential position.

(1) (relative \ (
, /

Noun Adj Pssrfe^ demonstrative ^f «*
[xam-buAa J

**

(2) innll makllnaa xlyya &un qu.kqu.kz
he car my that sold

He sold that car of mine.

i*ii-n nama xan bzzt-t-u tun aKkltz
she nom person as know f dep that saw f

She saw that person whom she knows.

at blyya tarn aKkitz
you country which saw Which country did you see?

niltll-n magalaa xzzha mzztkaa naa- $ QuKguK-t-e.
woman nom market inside things me dat sold f

The woman inside the market sold goods for me.

inn^l loon than xana c' u$a bite,
he cattle 5 these all bought

He bought all five head of these cattle.

The sequence given here was deduced by testing words

pairwise. I have no examples of more than four modifiers

occurring with a noun. For the words in a column, any word

can precede the other (except that numeral and xam-buKa

precede taml 'which' )

.

(3) nama bzdi' xan d f
utfe aKkz

people three as came saw

He saw the three men who came

nama xan d' urfe hdd'V aKkz
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K'otfaa 'only', and c'u^a 'all' do not co-occur, but all

the rest do.

Xan-buA.a (/xambuKa/) 'other 1 (f, tam-buta ) derives from

the associative marker, xani + blna 'next to, near 1 (6.7)

though it has virtually undergone lexicalization, with the

nasal assimilated to /m/ and the vowel changed to /u./.

5.2 Inflections

Inflectional properties which apply to nominals are as

follows. Case (absolutive/nominative) : noun adjective,

demonstrative, person pronouns (5.3.1 and chapter 6); number

(singular plural) : noun, adjective? gender (masculine/feminine)

noun, adjective, xami/taml 'which*, demonstrative, asso-

ciative marker (5.3.3, 5.7).

These are discussed in more detail in the following

sections and chapters.

5.3 Agreement (cf. chapter 12)

5.3.1 Case. Noun and adjective agree with each other in

nominative and absolutive case (6.1, 6.2).

(4) nam-nZl qclclkH-yi n-t-d'a^e
men nom goad nom fc came Good men came.

' a , .

nama ga<vu,4. cuikz
men good saw He saw good men.

The absolutive is unmarked segmentally in nouns and adjectives.

In addition, the demonstrative has the following nomi-

native and absolutive forms.

(5) Near Far

Nominative XUflA,/tanZ AlM-l

Absolutive xana/tana tana

For the far demonstrative, however, 6unl and &ana seem to be

interchangeable, with 4>unl predominating (in Kenyan Oromo

dialects only 6uni exists)

.

5.3.2 Number (5.6). The noun and adjective agree in number,

where plurality in the noun is shown by suffix and in the

adjective by reduplication and/or suffixation.

(6a) obboZ&6a gOLdKll
brother good A good brother.

(6b) obbotzty-i gag-gaaftll
brother pi re good Good brothers.
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Number agreement is not followed very strictly in this

dialect however (cf. Andrzejewski, 1960 for similar situation

in Booran Oromo) , and if it is clear that the noun is plural

singular forms can be used.

(6c) obbola&a aaaKli &<l<LV
brother good three three good brothers.

5.3.3 (also, 5.7). Nouns are masculine or feminine (though

cf. discussion in 16.1 -16.3 on noun root classification),

Intala 'girl f, nama 'man, person, m' . Gender in adjectives

is discussed in 5.7.1. Near demonstratives, the anaphoric

demonstrative, the associative marker, 'which 1

, first and

second person possessor pronouns (6.4.1.1) and, for the sake

of completeness, the negative equative marker, 4.6.1) show

gender in the alternation t- 'feminine', x- 'masculine' {-k-

in the case of the negative marker)

.

(7)
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5.6.2 Nouns. Noun plurals are quite rare. Most nouns lack

them altogether. Human nouns are the most likely to have

them, though even where they exist they are not always used

(5.3.2). The two most common given are -oota and -an<L.
t ft

(32) hlKlya age mate kiliy-oota

x&tAummaa guest xe.zt>txmm-oo£cL

k' ottaa farmer k' ot-oota

loltuu fighter ZoZt-oota

booltd hole booZZ-anl

kaad' a mother haad* -an*,, haad* -au)-ani

Also, abbaa father ab-ootl*. was given.

These may be added to noun roots, as in the above

examples or may combine with a stem alternate, nouns ending

in -6 in particular having a variant with -y*

(33) obboZz&a brother obboZt-yi, obboZ-ty-anl

b*.ne,n*a animal b4.n-e.y-t

There may be other plural suffixes — '-Ziz was one

given, jaaZa friend 1

, / aaZaa- Zzz , magaZaa- Zzz 'markets 1
. In

general, however, morphological plurals are perhaps even less

used in Harar Oromo than in Booran (Andrzejewski, 1960) .

A few nouns have suppletive plurals.

(34) yuaXLL woman nadd' eect>t or nadd'oo

guKbaa boy LntaZa girl jOoZZdZ children

Finally, a class of uncountable nouns needs to be

recognized. These do not take numeral modifiers. They have

abstract or mass meanings; bi&haani. 'water 1

, <vigtn&a 'sight 1

5.7 Gender

5.7.1 Adjectives. There are five classes of adjectives

based on the form of their gender markers.

&&a*a. white, Qa.a.tK.4. nice, good b^Q 00 far* a -LftOO near,

V aZIZaa pure (of water), bootuu dirty (of water) k* uZk' uZZuu

limpid, clear, guutuu full, m^&k±4.na poor

5.7.1.2 Masculine -aa , feminine -oo

gudd-aa/gudd-oo big, dlkk' aa/dikk' oo small, d' lpp
f aal

d'lpp'oo narrow , gabbaabaa/ -oo short, baZZ-aaj oo wide,

baZ' aa/oo blind, iuJidaa/oo fat, k' aZ f -aa/oo thin
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5.7.1.3 In the final three classes, the feminine is marked

by a -t.

Masculine -aa , feminine -tuu//// //// //'
ham-aa/kam-tuu bad, jab-aafjab-daa strong, baKtzdaal daaft/
pretty, £akkoot-aa/tuu ugly.

Any adjectives formed from the suffixes -am 'passive 1

(8.3.2, 16.4.2), -at (16.4.1/2) or -avo (16.4.1/2) take these

suffixes, k' ot-am-aa/k' ot-am-tuu. cultivated, had* -aui-aaf

had* -avo~tu.il bitter, gabb-at-aa/gabb-at-tuu fat.

5.7.1.4 The next two classes have feminines in -ttlL

Masculine -eaa. dut- z*a/du.tL-ze,tti<l rich , hiy-t&a/

k^Ly- Q.e.tt<li, poor.

5.7.1.5 Masculine -cca.

guntiaa-cca/ gaKK-aatt11 black, dutlacca / dtillaa-ttll old

5.7.2 Nouns. Nouns have a less explicit gender system than

adjectives.

5.7.2.1 A few nouns have m-f pairs with the suffixes

-ibal wttll (5.7.1.4) .

obbot-zha brother obbol- lattLL sister

og-Zba expert m og-Z&tt<l<L expert f

Also, there is,

jaa>l-6a husband $aaK-tJLJL wife

5.7.2.2 Some nouns, almost all relating to humans, are

epicene (taking either m/f agreement depending on the

referent) . kat-tuu thief, daltd-duu worker, tabat-tuu player,

nama person, waanA, thing.

5.7.2.3 Otherwise, nouns ending in long non-low vowels tend

overwhelmingly to be feminine, those ending in short /a/ to

be masculine and those in long /aa/ to be masculine, but not

so consistently as short /a/.

WoKJLJL wealth f , mana house in, magataa market m

One finds consistent exceptions to this pattern only

where the nouns are epicene (as in 5.7.2.2), or where the

natural gender of the root referent overrrides the phono-

logically-based gender cues. kaad' a. mother f despite short

fa/, axaaxuu grandfather m despite long /wm/.
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Chapter 6 Case and the Clause

Clause level functions are marked by different case forms.

It is thus convenient to consider the structure of the clause

together with the form and function of the various cases. In

6.1-6.10 of this chapter I will outline the different case

forms and summarize the functions each takes. In 6.11 I will

make a general summary of the clause-level constituents and

their sequence

.

Cases can be divided into two general classes on the

basis of form. In the first (6.1, 6.2) the case is marked on

nearly all words in the phrase; in the second (6.3 - 6.5) it

is marked only phrase-finally. These will be referred to as

word case and phrase final cases.

6.1 Absolutive

The absolutive case form can be considered identical to

that of the nominal root ( = root + formative vowel, cf. 1.4.2

chapter 16)

.

Absolutive pronouns are the following.

(1) Sg PI

1 na nu

2 bL LhLnL

3 m ib a . / /,

f >C4^t>t

The absolutive is the unmarked case form, occurring in a

wide range of clause functions. In addition (except, in some

cases, for certain pronouns) it serves as the base on which

the phrase-final cases (and coordinate noun) are built (cf.

6.3 - 6.5, 11.1)

.

Case functions

6.1.1 Equative predicate (2.3.2, 4.6)

(2) Innli angaia xlyyaa-mikl
he elder my neg He Is not my elder brother.

xun bi&kaan kuKA haa& kaa
this water dirty This is dirty water.

tun kcLK>l<LZ-mit4,

this donkey neg This is not a donkey.
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6.3 Phrase final cases

The remaining cases are phrase-final cases. They are all

built on the segmental form of the absolutive, their formal

distinguishing mark being a suffix added to the final word of

the phrase. They can be divided into two classes according to

the tone of the case-marking suffix: one class is marked by a

high basic tone, the second by a low basic tone.

6.4 High basic tone

The high basic tone class can again be divided into two

classes. The first, consisting of only the genitive case,

requires that the head noun (possessed noun) have basic tone

(2.3*1; except for short final vowels, cf. 2.5). The second re-

quires basic tone only on the nominal the case is suffixed to.

6.4.1 Genitive

The genitive is formed, (1) by a high tone on the final

vowel of the phrase, (2) a basic tone on the other nominals in

the possessed and possessor phrases, except for those with

final short vowel, which can be high or low, and (3) lack of a

glottal closure on the final vowel of the possessor phrase

when it occurs finally.

(20a) xun xa joollzo.
this as children This is the children's.

(20b) l&aan jootlzz 9

they children They are children.

The genitive (20a) lacks the glottal closure which other-

wise characterizes the final vowels (1.1).

(21a) xun xan nama &un4.-i,ti

this as person that/gen ti This is that person's.

(21b) xan xan nama Auniiti "

The short final vowel of nama can be either high (21a)

or low (21b) when it occurs non-finally.

Other examples.

(22) mallaa-n joollit banitd-duu
cheeks nora children pretty f The children's cheeks are pretty.

kiiK&!li-n gamma bltaa jlK-t-l
chair nom side left exist f imp

The chair is on the left side.

bl^-nil hkn'az iakkiotaa
color nom dog/gen ugly The dog's color is ugly.
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the noun coordinator -jj>c (11.1).

(118) mana jalaa-6 duubaa-i dikKa. jIkclyi

house under and behind and front exist pi

They are under, behind and in front of the house.

When marked by nominative, instrumental and benefactive

cases the postpositions give a more concrete, less localistic

meaning. In (116) , for example, dunn/il means specifically

the 'front of the house 1
, rather than 'a general area in front

of the house 1
. However, I can see no criteria for putting

duKa into two different classes, say noun (eg. (116) and

postposition (118) .

I can note that one postposition, XkuL , has greatly ex-

panded its semantic range from defining a spatial area, 'on 1

to having a function as comparative marker (14.2), source

marker (6.5.1, though here only in dative form, which under-

scores its nominal origin), and mode marker (4.3).

6.10 Prepositions

Oromo does not have prepositions, though a few nominals

(eg. moggaf gamma 'side, area 1

, tooKa 'about, approximately 1

(+ numeral) which can be analyzed as being of the N + genitive

construction (6.4.1) look rather like prepositions. Akka

'as, like 1 (14.1) in particular never occurs without a

possessor (object) (or clause complement, 7.2.2).

(119) akka l6a c'efie
as him/gen ran He ran as fast as him.

mo g ga/ gamma xaKaa 6an^ jJLfia

side road that/gen exist He is on that side of the road

6.11 Word order in the clause.

Word order is quite free in the clause, with a few general

and local restrictions. In fact, it is so free that I think

one would have to use text counts to get a good idea of

sequence. Lacking these, my remarks on sequence will be

perfunctory, limited to three observations.

First, Oromo is a strict verb-final language. The verb may

be followed by one constituent, though a post-posed con-

stituent is marked by a distinctive intonation — there is a

pause after the verb, and a distinct lowering of pitch on the

post-verb constituent.
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(120) d'u&i, Inn'il
came he He came,

n^t-m-beexa, akka LnnLi. bzhz
fc I know that he left I know, that he left.

Secondly, the pre-verb position seems to be the unmarked

one for introducing new information. Thus, the unmarked

position for question words is pre-verb (10.3).

(121) L&La.- n na yoom aH.kA.-t-z
she nom me when see f pst When did she see me?

Finally, from direct questioning the following unmarked

sequence of clause level elements emerged.

(122) nom subject point frequency duration locative cs object
time

inst dative direct /locative obj manner adv verb

Eiocal restrictions on this sequence are noted at various points
in the study.
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It occurs in the

Chapter 9 Pronouns

In this chapter I will be concerned with reflexives,

reciprocals, indefinite pronouns, and pro reference within

sentences. Pronoun paradigms are given in chapter 6 where

they are summarized with the case forms they realize —
nominative, absolutive and possessive (6.1, 6.2, 6.4.1); the

use of noun modifiers as pro forms is discussed in 5.4, and

the expression of subject in verb paradigms in 3.2,

9.1 Reflexive

The reflexive pronoun is L^jL

following functions.

Direct object.

a* owe.

hit

she eph self kicked

Causative object.

(2) Innil Z{ mana qclk-aHaq,
he self house see cs

Dative

(3) xcnnacL li'lL-i
present self-dat

(1) ^nn-tx JL{

he self He hit himself.

It was she who kicked herself.

He showed himself the house.

xannz
gave

self-dat sits

d'utfe
came

lili-i

He gave himself a present.

He sits by himself.

He came by himself (without anyone asking him to)

.

Instrumental

(4) li^tl-n d*u&£
self-inst came

Object of postposition

(5) xznnaa i& lKfia-a
present self from dat

(Vtgatz
got

He came by himself (alone)

.

He got a present from himself.

They spoke about themselves.

Possessor

(6) waan lit kaaAawan
thing self/gen spoke pi

*uukcl l^i. namaa-& hln-xannu
picture self/gen person-dat neg give

I don't give a picture of myself to anyone.

All of these are of the reflexive in independent clauses.

It equally occurs in dependent clauses of all types.
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10.1.3 Tag. t-miti , the negative equative morpheme (4.6.1)

is suffixed at the end of the verb. In general, a positive

verb assumes a 'yes 1 answer and a negative one a 'no 1
. My

informant allowed both -miti 'f, and -miki , m' interchange-

ably in all contexts, though preferred -mLtJL .

(4) innii kin-d' ufidumiti

(5)

he neg come tag

n-c d' u$an<L£m£t<L
fc come pi tag

iodda
window

bant^cimiti
open f tag

He's not coming, is he?

They're coming, aren't they?

She will open the window, won't

she?

10.2 Question words

e zn yuu who, maalZ what, xamt/tami which, meefe'ahowman

many, maati{Zlmaa{Z why, yoom when, hoggama what time,

akkam/akkamit how, what way, zzha where, [zz&a-a where-dat,

ZZ&aa-hH where-src , ZZ&a KKa-a where from-dat, from

where], xan zznyumtt whose (associative marker + Ztnyut)

.

meek* a gax-t-z
how many see 2 pst How many did you see?

How many people did you see?

Where did you go?

Where did he come from?

When is the game?

nama tnzzk' a gaKtz
people

zz&a dzzmtz
where went

zz&a-a d f u£z
where-dat come

tab-nit yoom
game-nom when

xan xa zznyuati
this as whose

Innll zzha gubbda jitta

he where top exist

at xalzztd zznyua-n a& d'aitz
you yesterday who inst here came

Who did you bring yesterday?

l^aan akkam
they how What are they like?

maal-tuu tzhz
what eph happened What happened.

maalZ{ a* ootan
why here stay pi Why are they staying here?

Whose is this?

What (where) is he on top of?
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Chapter 12 Agreement

In this chapter I summarize agreement, which has been

touched on in various other chapters (especially 5.3). The

agreement categories are number (singular/plural) , gender

(masculine/feminine) , case (absolutive/nominative) and person.

<1, 2, 3).

gender

+

+

+

+

subject-verb

subject-equative

noun-adjective

noun-near dem

noun-far dem

noun-anaphoric dem

relational .morpheme

'which 1

number

+

+

+

person

+

+

+

(+)

+

+

+

12 . 1 Subject-predicate

Subject-verb and subject-equative predicates agree in

number and gender, when the subject is nominative, and the

verb agrees in person with the subject as well.

0) i&lln kciKKzz

InnJLi, bZ.6haan

Intal-tZi baKze.d-du.a
girl f/nom pretty f

gutibaan jdbaa

4l&aan jaj-jabaa { or jabaa)
they re -strong

<L&4.4,n n-t d p ui~t-<L
she come- f-imp

l&aan nl d'ui-an

It f. Is a donkey.

It m. Is water.

The girl is pretty.

The boy Is strong.

They are coming.

He Is coming.

She is coming.

They are coming.

For the subject-equative agreement, if the equative is

a noun, agreement is generally covert since in most cases

gender and number are not marked overtly in the noun (5.7.2 N

,

and chapter 16) .

If the emphatic subject is used (6.4.2.1) the verb is

invariable 3 m sg in form, though equative predicates still

agree in number and gender with the subject.
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